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Safer Affordable Fuel-Efficient Vehicles Rule for Model Years 2021-2026 Passenger 
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Environmental Defense Fund hereby submits this supplemental comment to the federal dockets 
on the proposed Safer Affordable Fuel-Efficient Vehicles Rule for Model Years 2021-2026 
Passenger Cars and Light Trucks (Proposal). Two recently published articles, one in the New 
York Times and the other in the Atlantic, further highlight that this rulemaking suffers from 
severe procedural and substantive flaws. These articles demonstrate that finalizing the rule in its 
current form would be arbitrary and unlawful, and we again call on EPA and NHTSA to 
withdraw the Proposal and cease efforts to roll back the highly beneficial, extensively supported 
existing clean car standards. 



We first submit the New York Times article, "Trump's Path to Weaker Fuel Efficiency Rules 
May Lead to a Dead End,"1 which described the draft final rule that was recently sent to the 
Office of Management and Budget for review as '"Swiss cheese,' sprinkled with glaring 
numerical and spelling errors (such as 'Massachusettes'), with 111 sections marked 'text 
forthcoming.'" The article further reported that the accompanying "cost-benefit analysis showed 
that consumers would lose more money than they would gain," that EPA was being shut out of 
development of the final rule, and that the draft rule "lacks the detailed technical analyses 
required by law," such that "the regulations would be unlikely to withstand court challenges." 

We also submit the Atlantic article, '"We Knew They Had Cooked the Books'"2 along with 
materials referenced in the article that were released via a Freedom of Information Act request. 
This article similarly highlighted major procedural and substantive flaws in the ongoing 
rulemaking, detailing how EPA input was shut out of development of the Proposal--contributing 
to the deep flaws in its underlying analysis. It also noted more recent indications that the draft 
final rule concludes that rolling back federal clean car standards will ultimately result in net costs 
of tens of billions of dollars. 

Both articles were released after the closing of the formal public comment period for the above
referenced Proposal. Because these articles contain material "of central relevance to the 
rulemaking, "3 we are submitting both to EPA' s rulemaking docket and also to NHTSA' s dockets 
for the Proposal and the Draft Environmental hnpact Statement. 

Please contact me at mroberts@edf.org or (202) 572-3243, if you have any questions regarding 
this comment. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Martha Roberts 
Environmental Defense Fund 

1 Coral Davenport, Trump's Path to Weaker Fuel Efficiency Rules May Lead to a Dead End, N.Y. Times (Feb. 13, 
2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/13/climate/trump-fuel-economy-rollback.html. 
2 Robinson Meyer, "We Knew They Had Cooked the Books," The Atlantic (Feb. 12, 2020), 
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2020/02/an-inside-account-of-trumps-fuel-economy-debacle/606346/. 
3 42 U.S.C. § 7607(d)(4)(B)(i). See also id. § 7607(d)(7)(A) (providing that such material forms part of the 
administrative record for judicial review). 
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Trump's Path to ffl?aker Fuel Efficiency Rules May 
Lead to a Dead End 

-

By Coral Davenport 
Ms. Davenport has been covering the fight over the federal government's use of auto 
emissions standards to tackle climate change since 2007. 

Feb. 13, 2020 

WASHINGTON - Last April, the head of the Environmental Protection Agency, Andrew Wheeler, 
proclaimed at an auto show here that he would soon roll back President Barack Obama's stringent 
fuel efficiency standards. 

That, the administration contends, would unleash the muscle of the American auto industry. It would 
also virtually wipe away the government's biggest effort to combat climate change. 

Nearly a year later, the rollback is nowhere near complete and may not be ready until this summer -
if ever. In January, administration staff members appointed by President Trump sent a draft of the 
scaled-back fuel economy standards to the White House, but six people familiar with the documents 
described them as "Swiss cheese," sprinkled with glaring numerical and spelling errors (such as 
"Massachusettes"), with 111 sections marked "text forthcoming." 

The cost-benefit analysis showed that consumers would lose more money than they would gain. And, 
because the new auto pollution rule lacks the detailed technical analyses required by law, the 
regulations would be unlikely to withstand court challenges. 

"They look like they're headed to a legal train wreck here," said Richard Lazarus, a professor of 
environmental law at Harvard University. 

Michael Abboud, a spokesman for the E.P.A., said the length of time the rule was taking reflected the 
care the administration was using. "The Trump administration has reviewed hundreds of thousands 
of comments, met with numerous stakeholders, and provided ample amount of time for all involved to 
voice their opinion on this serious matter," he said. 

The delay has angered Mr. Trump, who is eager to campaign on the rollback as a signature economic 
achievement - one that he personally promised to autoworkers in the critical battleground state of 
Michigan, which he won in 2016 by 10,704 votes. 

By lifting the Obama administration's requirements that carmakers build and sell millions of hybrid 
and electric vehicles, Mr. Trump hoped to claim credit for lowering the cost of sport-utility vehicles, 
pickup trucks and large sedans while boosting economic growth. 

But the problem is mathematics. Instead of boosting the economy, the analyses show that the rule's 
economic costs would outweigh its benefits, according to the people who have viewed the documents. 
For months, Trump administration aides crunching the numbers of the new rule have come up with 
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the same unwelcome result: while lower sticker prices on less fuel-efficient cars would save 
consumers money upfront, fuel costs over time would overwhelm the initial savings. 

And, by allowing more pollution into the air, the rule would measurably contribute to more premature 
deaths from lung and respiratory illnesses, piling on more societal and economic costs. Massaging the 
numbers or the models used to produce them would only open the rule to legal attack when it is 
inevitably challenged in court. 

"They are trying to make the data dance the way this administration wants it to dance," said John M. 
Decicco, an expert on transportation technology and emissions policy at the University of Michigan. 
But, he added, "the data and the models don't lie." 

Since his first days in office, Mr. Trump has reveled in rolling back regulations on industry; to date, 
his administration has erased or weakened about 100 environmental protections on climate change, 
clean air, clean water, and endangered species. 

But the largest federal climate change regulation remains in place - Mr. Obama's 2012 fuel economy 
rules to cut vehicle tailpipe emissions. The standards, which require automakers to sell vehicles that 
average about 54 miles per gallon by 2025, are among the most ambitious fuel economy standards in 
the world. 

Once fully implemented, they would reduce U.S. carbon dioxide emissions by about six billion tons 
over the lifetime of the vehicles affected by the regulations. That would be about the same amount of 
carbon dioxide the United States emits in a year. Oil consumption would be reduced by about 12 
billion barrels over the same period. 

To meet the standards, automakers will have to invest heavily in building and marketing highly fuel
efficient hybrid and electric cars. 

From the beginning of his administration, Mr. Trump saw the fuel economy rules as an opportunity. In 
March 2017, he told autoworkers in Ypsilanti, Mich., "The assault on the American auto industry is 
over." 

Under his new rule, automakers would have to build cars that achieve a fleetwide average of about 40 
miles a gallon by 2026. To meet Mr. Obama's 54-miles-per-gallon standard, automakers have been 
forced to increase the fuel economy of their fleets by about 5 percent a year. Under the Trump 
standard, that would drop to about 1.5 percent a year, lower than the 2-percent annual increase that 
auto companies roughly achieve absent any regulation, according to industry experts. 

A draft of the rule sent to the White House in January, which was obtained by Senator Thomas R. 
Carper, a Delaware Democrat, concluded that the Trump fuel economy target would lower the prices 
of new cars and light trucks by about $1,000. But it would increase the amount consumers would pay 
for gasoline by about $1,400, according to a letter sent to the White House by Senator Carper, the 
ranking Democrat on the Senate Environment Committee. 

A senior administration official, speaking on condition of anonymity because the rule is not yet 
complete, described that analysis as "insufficient" and "incomplete." 
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... ~ But outside experts say they agree that the rule will cost consumers money. An analysis by the 
Consumer Reports concluded that, overall, increasing fuel economy rates 1.5 percent annually 
compared to 5 percent annually would cost American consumers a total of $300 billion in net losses, 
chiefly as a result of higher gasoline expenditures. An analysis by the nonpartisan research firm 
Rhodium Group concluded that a rule that would increase efficiency by 1.5 percent a year would raise 
oil consumption by 1.8 billion barrels by 2035 relative to Obama-era standards, and cost drivers an 
additional $231 billion through 2035. 

"No matter how you look at these numbers, this still costs consumers money," said Shannon Baker
Branstetter, a policy analyst with Consumers Reports. 

Beyond the politics of those numbers is the legal problem. 

"If the costs to the economy exceed the benefits, and there are no environmental benefits, the courts 
would classically look at this as an arbitrary and capricious policy;' said Mr. Lazarus, who specializes 
in environmental law at Harvard. "That makes it very vulnerable to being overturned." 

More basic issues holding up the regulations point to another problem: the skeleton crew of 
inexperienced political appointees who are heading the drafting process may not be up to a job that 
would usually be handled by career federal workers with decades of expertise. 

The draft rule lacks two technical documents that experts say would be essential to defending it in 
court. By law, any major new policy affecting the environment requires an environmental-impact 
statement, but no such document has been completed or sent to the White House, according to people 
who have viewed the draft. 

Those people say the draft rule also lacks what is known as a regulatory impact analysis, which is 
supposed to describe at length the legal, scientific, health and economic impacts of a major new rule. 

It typically takes many months to complete - the analysis accompanying the original Obama rule 
ran to 1,217 pages and included supporting analyses by the National Academies of Science. But as of 
last month, that document was in bare-bones draft form at best, according to a person familiar with 
the matter. 

"That's the single most important document for the legal status of the rule," said Jeff Alson, an 
engineer who spent more than 20 years at the E.P.A. working on vehicle emissions programs before 
retiring in 2018. "That's where all the key numbers are explained and generated and supported." 

As Mr. Trump's appointees began the work of loosening the Obama rules, he said he and his team of 
vehicle emissions experts were excluded from the process. 

"I can tell you with certainty and personal experience that E.P.A. career staff were completely locked 
out doing any technical work on these documents," Mr. Alson said. 

In fact, people familiar with the writing of the rules said the regulatory impact analysis had been sent 
to the Transportation Department, where a small group with limited experience in mathematical 
modeling of vehicle emissions was still working to complete it. 
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Although Mr. Trump is said to be irritated by the delay, he is reluctant to rebuke the secretary of ~ 

transportation, Elaine Chao, because her husband, Mitch McConnell, the Senate majority leader, was 
instrumental in ensuring the president's impeachment acquittal, according to two people familiar 
with the matter. 

The pressure is rising. The federal government has until March 30 to publish the fuel economy 
standard for vehicles that will be built and sold in 2022. If the deadline is missed, either the Obama 
standards remain in place another year, or the Trump administration must press to extend the 
deadline, squeezing the automakers' production schedule as they await a final word. 

"The auto suppliers - aluminum and steel manufacturers, the guys who make transmissions -
they're all waiting for a clear signal from the government on what the automakers are going to do," 
said Chris Miller, executive director of the Advanced Engines Systems Institute, which represents 
manufacturers of vehicle emissions equipment. 

"If there isn't soon a clear fuel economy standard for model year 2022, we won't know if we'll be able 
to sell in the U.S. market," Mr. Miller said. "Our companies and suppliers have already started shifting 
to focus on the European and Asian markets." 

For more climate news sign up for the Climate Fwd: newsletter or follow @NYTClimate on Twitter. 

Our 2020 Election Guide 
Updated March 9, 2020 
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If Bernie Sanders is to win in Michigan on Tuesday, he will need to reverse the 
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ANN ARBOR, Mich.-On a drizzly day in January 2018, Jeff Alson, an 

engineer at the Environmental Protection Agency's motor-vehicles office, 

gathered with his colleagues to make a video call to Washington, D.C. 

They had made the same call dozens of times before. For nearly a decade, the 

EPA team had worked closely with another group of engineers in the National 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA, pronounced nits-uh) to write 

the federal tailpipe-pollution standards, one of the most consequential climate 

protections in American history. The two teams had done virtually all the 

technical research-testing engines in a lab, interviewing scientists and 

automakers, and overseeing complex economic simulations-underpinning the 

rules, which have applied to every new car and light truck, including SUVs and 

vans, sold in the United States since 2012. 

Their collaboration was historic. Even as SUVs, crossovers, and pickups have 

gobbled up the new-car market, the rules have pushed the average fuel economy 

-the distance a vehicle can travel per gallon of gas-to record highs. They have 

saved Americans $500 billion at the pump, according to the nonpartisan 

Consumer Federation of America, and kept hundreds of millions of tons of 

carbon pollution out of the air. So as the call connected, Alson and the other 

EPA engineers thought it was time to get back to work. Donald Trump had 

recently ordered a review of the rules. 

Speaking from Washington, James Tamm, the NHTSA fuel-economy chief, 

greeted the EPA team, then put a spreadsheet on-screen. It showed an analysis of 

the tailpipe rules' estimated costs and benefits. Alson had worked on this kind of 

study so many times that he could recall some of the key numbers "by heart," he 

later told me. 

Yet as Alson looked closer, he realized that this study was like none he had seen 

before. For years, both NHTSA and the EPA had found that the tailpipe rules 

saved lives during car accidents because they reduced the weight-and, with it, 

the lethality-of the heaviest SUVs. In 2015, an outside panel of experts 

concurred with them. 

But this new study asserted the opposite: The Obama-era rules, it claimed, killed 

almost 1,000 people a year. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2020/02/an-inside-account-of-trumps-fuel-economy-debacle/606346/ 2/18 
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"Oh my God," Alson said upon seeing the numbers. The other EPA engineers in 

the room gasped and started to point out other shocking claims on Tamm's slide. 

(Their line was muted.) It seemed as if every estimated cost had ballooned, while 

every estimated benefit had shrunk. Something in the study had gone deeply 

wrong. 

It was the beginning of a fiasco that could soon have global consequences. The 

Trump administration has since proposed to roll back the tailpipe rules 

nationwide, a move that, according to one estimate, could add nearly 1 billion 

tons of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. Officials have justified this sweeping 

change by claiming that the new rules will save hundreds of lives a year. They are 

so sure of those benefits that they have decided to call the policy the Safer 

Affordable Fuel-Efficient Vehicles Rule-or SAFE, for short. 

SNAFU may be a better moniker. To change a federal rule, the executive branch 

must do its homework and publish an economic study arguing why the update is 

necessary. But Trump's official justification for SAFE is honeycombed with 

errors. The most dramatic is that NHTSNs model mixed up supply and demand: 

The agency calculated that as cars got more expensive, millions more people 

would drive them, and the number of traffic accidents would increase, my 

reporting shows. This error-later dubbed the "phantom vehicles" problem

accounted for the majority of incorrect costs in the SAFE study that the Trump 

administration released in 2018. It is what made SAFE look safe. 

[ Read: The Trump_ administrationfl_unked its math homework J 

Once this and other major mistakes are fixed, all of SAFE's safety benefits vanish, 

according to a recent peer-reviewed analy.sis in Science. If SAFE is adopted into 

law, American traffic deaths could actually increase, carbon pollution would soar, 

and global warming would speed up. 

In other words, SAFE isn't actually safe-and the Trump administration based its 

rollback on flawed math. 

Extensive interviews with key participants and a review of emails and documents 

reveal how this happened: The Trump administration kept the government's top 

tailpipe-pollution experts from working on the tailpipe-pollution rule. For two 
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years, rival bureaucrats at NHTSA and overworked Trump political appointees 

stonewalled the EPA team, blocked it from learning of the rollback, and 

prevented it from seeing analysis of the new rule. When the EPA engineers 

finally saw the flawed study and identified some of its worst errors, the same 

Trump officials ignored them. 

This may have been a series of legally fatal blunders. The EPA team identified 

the phantom-vehicles problem early in the process. Within weeks of SAFE's 

publication in August 2018, analy:ses from outside economists and the Honda 

Motor Company vindicated the EPA team's assessment. Those groups found that 

the SAFE study was a turducken of falsehoods: it cited incorrect data and made 

calculation errors, on top of bungling the basics of supply and demand. Not 

since 1999-when NASA engineers accidentally confused metric and imperial 

units when building and navigating the Mars Climate Orbiter, leading to the 

spacecraft's eventual destruction-have federal employees messed up a 

calculation so publicly, and at such expense and scale. And the EPA team saw it 

coming. 

My reporting directly contradicts what EPA Administrator Andrew Wheeler told 

members of Congress last year. In a June letter to House Republicans, Wheeler 

said it was "false" that "EPA professional staff were cut out" of the rollback's 

development. 

In a statement, an EPA spokesman did not directly deny my reporting. "As we've 

stated multiple times before, career and professional staff within EPA's Office of 

Air and Radiation were involved in the development of this proposal and 

continue to be involved in the final stages as we work with NHTSA to finalize 

this rule," said Michael Abboud, the agency spokesman. He added that the old 

rule was "unworkable" and rushed into law at the end of the Obama 

administration. 

A NHTSA spokesman declined to comment because the proposed regulation is 

under agency review. He referred me to older statements that said the EPA and 

NHTSA had reviewed "hundreds of thousands of public comments" and 

undertaken "extensive scientific and economic analyses" in the course of 

reworking the SAFE rule. A final version of the rule is expected in the next 
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several weeks. But that ne~ version of the SAFE study recognizes that the 

benefits of the rollback do not exceed its costs, according to a letter from Senator 

Tom CarP-er of Delaware, the ranking Democrat on the Environment and Public 

Works Committee, obtained by The Washington Post. 

If Carper's allegation is true, that could doom the proposal in court. In fact, 

several legal issues could hinder SAFE. In 2007, the Supreme Court ruled that 

the Clean Air Act "requires" the EPA to regulate carbon pollution "from new 

motor vehicles." But my reporting has found that NHTSA employees-and not 

EPA staff-actually wrote the first version of the rollback, raising questions 

about whether the rule is legally valid. 

Either way, the SAFE rollback has already caused chaos. Major automakers

some of which once begged Trump to weaken the rules-now despise SAFE, 

according to reP-orting in The Wall StreetJournal. When Ford, Volkswagen, 

BMW, and Honda began negotiating a comP-romise version of the standard with 

California last year, the Trump administration smacked them with an antitrust 

investigation. {It droP-P-ed the ~ last week.) A fifth automaker, Mercedes

Benz, also considered joining the truce with California, The New York Times 

reP-orted over the summer. (Mercedes did not respond to a request for 

comment.) 

That chaos might have comforted Alson, who retired in 2018, and the other 

EPA engineers two years ago, as they sat slack-jawed in their conference room in 

Ann Arbor. Soon after unveiling the analysis, Tamm asked if anyone had 

questions. No one spoke. The meeting, originally scheduled to last an hour, 

adjourned after 30 minutes. 

"We couldn't even bring ourselves to try to engage," Alson told me. "We knew 

they had cooked the books so bad that there wasn't any reason to talk about it." 

R 
EPUBLICANS WILL OFTEN claim that one federal rule or another meddles 

with an essential part of the economy. The tailpipe-pollution rules live up 

to the hype. They govern the place where the auto industry and the oil 

industry-two massive, planet-spanning businesses that together make up about 

11 percent of American GDP-most often meet: the humble car engine. 
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There's no way around this. In recent years, nearly one-fifth of the country's 

climate-warming carbon pollution has come from cars and light-duty trucks, 

according to the EPA. It's inevitable: If you burn gasoline in an internal

combustion engine, you release carbon dioxide; if you want to release less 

carbon, you must burn less gasoline. Some car regulations-such as those 

addressing traffic-safety issues-require only that some new technology, such as 

an airbag or backup camera, simply be affixed to a car's frame. But any carbon

pollution rule must go to the heart of a motor vehicle: the engine, power train, 

and air conditioner. 

Yet for decades, NHTSA-the traffic-safety arm of the Department of 

Transportation-set the nation's fuel-economy rules. It was given that power for 

"purely political" reasons, says Lee Vinsel, a professor at Virginia Tech who 

studies American car regulation. "It had nothing to do with expertise." 

Congress first established the fuel-economy standards during the 1970s oil 

embargo as a "panic mode" policy that would reduce cars' use of fuel and, by 

extension, American dependence on foreign oil, Vinsel told me. But lawmakers 

split on which agency should set the rules. 

[ Read: Climate change can be stopfl.ed by. turning air into gasoline J 

The EPA, then a young office, had already started measuring fuel efficiency as 

part of a broader campaign to defend the new Clean Air Act. Yet neither the EPA 

nor the other agencies in contention, the Federal Trade Commission and the 

Department of Commerce, won the support of Representative John Dingell, a 

powerful New Deal Democrat from Detroit. Although Dingell was an 

environmental champion who helped write the Endangered Species Act, his 

Michigan ties meant that he was "rabidly anti-regulation of the automobile," 

Vinsel said. If fuel-economy rules had to pass, Dingell wanted to keep an eye on 

them. And he could do that through the Department of Transportation, whose 

purse strings he held via his seat on the House Committee on Interstate and 

Foreign Commerce (which he later renamed the Energy and Commerce 

Committee). 
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Dingell, second from left, at a 1977 breakfast hosted by then-President Jimmy Carter, center, in the Family Dining Room of the 
White House (AP Photo/ Charles Harrity, File). 

So Congress split the difference. In 1975, it put NHTSA in charge of setting 

fuel-economy standards, but the EPA in charge of measuring them. From the 

very beginning, NHTSA needed the EPA's data to do its job. It was the 

beginning of a corrosive rivalry between the two agencies. 

The messy setup worked at first. Over the next decade, the fuel economy of new 

cars doubled in the United States. But as global oil production increased and 

prices fell, the standards began to fester, and fuel economy stopped improving. 

By 2003, General Motors had even found a loophole in the law: It could sell 

SUVs so enormous, they fell outside the legal definition of a "light-duty vehicle," 

such as the Hummer H2. 

Then oil prices soared again, and soon after, Congress moved to close the 

Hummer-size loophole in the law. But the real change came from the Supreme 

Court, which ruled in 2007 that the EPA must treat greenhouse gases from cars 

as it would any other air pollutant. If carbon dioxide is dangerous, then "the 
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Clean Air Act requires the agency to regulate" it, Justice John Paul Stevens wrote 

for the majority. 

It was a landmark shift. For the first time, the EPA had the legal power to fight 

climate change and regulate carbon pollution. The state of California, which 

retains special powers under the Clean Air Act, could regulate carbon dioxide 

too. 

Soon after Barack Obama took office in 2009, he ordered all three to work 

together. NHTSA's fuel-economy standards should mirror, as closely as possible, 

the carbon-pollution rules passed by the EPA and the California Air Resources 

Board, he said. 

His order still holds. Today, three different entities-the EPA, NHTSA, and the 

California board-all have some power to regulate the carbon pollution of cars 

and light trucks in the United States. 

What resulted was one of the most effective climate protections in American 

history. The tailpipe rules, published by the three entities in 2012, required 

carbon pollution from new cars and light trucks to decrease every year until 

2025. In exchange for several concessions, automakers even agreed to accept the 

rules without a lawsuit. This was virtually unheard of-seemingly every 

company fights new EPA regulations in court-but it was crucial for the White 

House. With the tailpipe rules on firm legal footing, the EPA could move to 

regulate carbon pollution in other parts of the economy. 

Most important, the rules worked. Over the past decade, the average fuel 

efficiency of new passenger cars has improved from about 31 to 39 miles per 

gallon, a record high. The biggest savings have come from bulky trucks such as 

the Ford F-150, the best-selling vehicle in the United States. Today, an entry

level F-150 uses two-thirds as much gas as the 2006 model did. 

[ Read: Why. California is environmentalists' trump. card J 

And then automakers began to fight the rule. Though the EPA had published 

rules out to 2025, the Obama administration told automakers that it would do a 

"midterm review" before the second phase (applying to cars in model years 2020 

to 2025) kicked in. In July 2016, the EPA, NHTSA, and the California Air 
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Resources Board completed the first step of that process, publishing a 1,200-page 

. study that found the rules were still doable. But now car lobbyists began to fuss. 

The market had changed, and the rules needed to change too, they said. 

Trump's victory that November seemed to seal their success. Two days after the 

election, automaker lobbyists wrote a jubilant letter to the president-elect, asking 

him to revise the 2020 to 2025 standards. Then, Obama-appointed officials and 

EPA staff panicked and rushed ahead with the midterm-review process. The EPA 

published a final version of the rules a week before Trump's inauguration. But 

NHTSA did not follow suit. 

The rules' publication infuriated car companies. And then Trump took office. 

0 
N MARCH 15, 2017, Donald Trump made his first visit to Michigan as 

president. Months earlier, he had won the state by a little more than 

10,700 votes. Now, flanked by Scott Pruitt, the new EPA administrator, 

he announced to about 1,000 autoworkers that the White House would review 

and roll back the EPA tailpipe rules. "The standards were set far into the future 

-way, way into the future," Trump said. "If the standards threatened auto jobs, 

then commonsense changes could have and should have been made." 

In fact, the EPA and NHTSA had concluded a year earlier that the rules were 

likely to have only a small effect on jobs. (They may have boosted them.) As 

Trump made his claim at a former GM plant in Ypsilanti, many of the experts 

on the issue watched his announcement from their desk, 20 minutes down the 

road in Ann Arbor. No one from the EPA vehicles team was invited to attend the 

event, Alson said. 

It was a sign of things to come. 
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Trump and Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao, third from left, talk with auto industry leaders in Ypsilanti Township, 
Michigan, in 2017 (REUTERS/ Jonathan Ernst). 

A few weeks later, Bill Charmley, the longtime chief of the EPA vehicles team, 

called Jim Tamm, his NHTSA counterpart, according to documents obtained 

from a public-records request. The two men talked often. For years, their teams 

had held video or conference calls "almost every month and sometimes every 

week," according to Alson. When deadlines approached, the teams talked "every 

single day." And documents show that even in the waning days of the Obama 

administration, as the EPA moved to finalize the rules through 2025, Charmley 

and Tamm stayed in regular contact. 

But now Tamm seemed uninterested in the two teams ever talking or meeting at 

all. When a senior EPA engineer emailed Tamm to "follow up" on the call a week 

later, he struck an almost pleading tone. "I wanted to reach out to you [to] begin 

thinking about regular EPA and NHTSA coordination meetings," the engineer 

wrote. "It is my understanding that we may not be in a position to start meeting, 

but hopefully the situation does not preclude us from thinking about what the 

meetings could look like if and when they begin." 
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There is no evidence Tamm ever replied to that message. A month later, a 

different EPA engineer asked again by email if the two teams could meet to 

discuss the rules, only to be rebuffed again by a NHTSA employee. "We need 

further discussion on our end," the NHTSA employee explained. 

After years of close contact, the NHTSA team seemed to go dark to the EPA 

team. For nearly a year, the two teams "did not have a single technical phone call 

or meeting or email or anything" about the tailpipe rules, Alson said. "I'm an 

engineer and an introvert ... but it felt like The Twilight Zone. Like, what is 

going on here?" 

At the same time, the EPA team received little guidance from its political leaders. 

President Trump appointed only one person-Mandy Gunasekara, a lawyer and 

longtime Senate Republican staffer-to oversee the massive EPA Office of Air 

and Radiation, which includes the Ann Arbor team. President Obama had 

appointed three people to manage the same office. 

"From March until October [2017], it was really just me figuring out the 

agenda'' for the 1,000-person office, which also regulates coal-fired power plants 

and nuclear waste, Gunasekara told me. (She left the administration in 2019 and 

now runs Energy45, a pro-Trump advocacy organization.) 

The office's leadership was so understaffed that Gunasekara spent her first 

months in the agency "just trying to figure out what all was going on," especially 

regarding court deadlines, she said. 

With no clear path forward, the EPA team continued its work studying vehicle 

pollution. The lab measured new engines from Ford and Toyota, a time

consuming process that generated benchmarks showing an engine's power, 

efficiency, and emissions. 

By the summer, the team began holding calls with carmakers and lobbyists to 

discuss the rules. Documents show that NHTSA was often invited to sit in on 

those meetings, but Gunasekara told me that its staff was not very involved. 

"They didn't have political leadership at all," she said. 

Yet public documents suggest that NHTSA was already doing its own work on 

the rollback. By July 20, 2017, crucial Excel files later used in the NHTSA cost-
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benefit study had already been created, according to the names and metadata of 

the files themselves. 

A 
s THE FALL arrived, President Trump had finally chosen a political leader 

for NHTSA, and on October 25, the agency held a video call with the 

EPA. The meeting started warmly, with Heidi King, NHTSA's new 

Trump-appointed chief, making little jokes, Alson remembers. 

Then Charmley, the EPA vehicles-team chief, began to present the work that his 

team had done in the previous year. The Ann Arbor lab had benchmarked 

engines, improved its model, and studied the costs of several new fuel-saving 

technologies. This presentation would turn out to be the EPA's only chance to 

show "in no uncertain terms" that it had done new work that NHTSA had not 

considered, Alson said. 

As Charmley spoke, King started to look frustrated and became almost silent, 

Alson remembers. 

When it was NHTSA's turn to speak, King and Tamm spent an awkward minute 

encouraging each other to start. Finally, Tamm began to talk. He broke the news 

that NHTSA had paid Argonne National Laboratory to study a Toyota Prius and 

Ford F-150, Alson said. But the EPA had already benchmarked those vehicles 

and several others. NHTSA had gone out of its way to avoid using the EPA data, 

seemingly as part of a larger campaign to avoid sharing any information with the 

EPA at all. 

The teams had only a few more meetings that year. Another video call between 

the teams, in December, ended as fruitlessly as the first had-its most 

memorable feature was the appearance of Bill Wehrum, a former oil-industry 

lawyer who Trump had just appointed to lead the EPA's Office of Air and 

Radiation. 

So as 2018 arrived, the EPA team still knew virtually nothing about a rollback 

that had been announced 10 months earlier. But it still had hope. One more 

video call was scheduled for January 11, and-promisingly-no political 

appointees were scheduled to attend it. It would be just the old friends on the 
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EPA and NHTSA career staff. "I remember one of my colleagues saying, 'I think 

we're going to get some numbers,"' Alson said. 

[ Read: Trumft's feel-ef./i.ciency. rollback breaks with 5__0 y.ears of-ftrecedent J 

They got more numbers than they bargained for. On that video call, the one 

Alson remembers so vividly, Tamm argued that the rules through 2025 could 

cost the United States hundreds of billions of dollars. 

The engineers were gobsmacked. It takes time and effort to put together a cost

benefit analysis, which uses complex economic models to estimate vehicle prices, 

public-health outcomes, and the ebb and flow of the entire American private

vehicle fleet. For years, the EPA and NHTSA teams had collaborated when 

conducting such research. 

Not only had the NHTSA team secretly done its own analysis, but it -now 

claimed that the rules-the same exact regulation it had judged in 2016 to bring 

$88 billion in benefits-imposed $230 billion of costs. Somehow, its calculations 

had shifted more than $300 billion in value. 

Alson felt repulsed by the distorted math. "It was almost like yoq don't want to 

get close to it, don't want to touch it," he told me. And when Tamm said that the 

cost-benefit analysis was nearly finished, and that NHTSA hoped to publish the 

proposed rollback that spring, he confirmed Alson's worst fear. The EPA team 

would have almost no ability to work on the rollback. It had been boxed out. 

U 
NTIL RECENTLY, the EPA and NHTSA's collaboration was seen as one of 

the most successful in the federal government. 

Two nonpartisan watchdogs-the National Academies of Sciences, 

Engineering, and Medicine and the U.S. Government Accountability Office

both published reports praising their work. In 2014, Tamm and Charmley 

shared a finalist sp...Q1 for the highest award given to members of the federal civil 

service. "Charmley, Tamm, and their team of about 40 employees at two 

agencies," bragged the citation for that award, together "surmounted complex 

technical issues." 
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But outside the public eye, resentments lurked. More people work at the EPA 

than at NHTSA, and EPA employees are generally thought to have more 

expertise. The EPA has better facilities: It can test engines in its lab in Ann 

Arbor, while NHTSA does not have an emissions lab at all. In that light, the 

public praise for the tailpipe rules may have seemed double-edged: The 

Government Accountability Office report lauded the EP A's "original research" 

but lamented NHTSA's "resource constraints," and endorsed the new NHTSA 

computer model that was programmed "with EPA's input." 

Soon after Gunasekara started, several NHTSA career employees told her that 

the EPA had "rolled them in the 2012 rule," she said. (When she asked EPA 

employees, "they had a totally different response," telling her that NHTSA was 

still annoyed about several technical decisions, she added.) 

"It's a small program at NHTSA, but they are ferociously bitter toward EPA for 

driving the train on the 2012 Obama standards, and they are determined to get 

back at them," Mary Nichols, the chief air regulator for the state of California, 

told me. 

So the new situ.ation was-at the very least-a reversal of sorts for the EPA team. 

Immediately after that pivotal January meeting, the EPA team asked NHTSA for 

a copy of the raw computer code used to generate its cost-benefit study. More 

than a month later, an engineer sent an email so oddly written and undescriptive 

that it was auto-sorted into Gunasekara's spam folder. When she found it, the 

email didn't even contain what the EPA had asked for: Instead of sending over 

raw code, the NHTSA team had sent a compiled program. This meant that EPA 

staff could not examine the model's underlying calculations in full. 

The model also contained a built-in expiration date: It abruptly stopped working 

at the end of March 2018. When the EPA emailed NHTSA to ask for a new 

version of the program, the team received no reply. 

In spite of those limitations, the EPA team was able to find several problems in 

NHTSA's math. In an April 2018 meeting with White House officials, Charmley 

explained several of them. NHTSA's model, he said, appeared to add to 

American roads millions of vehicles that did not exist. This made it "unusable in 
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current form for policy analysis and for assessing the appropriate level of the 

[NHTSA] or [EPA] standards," his presentation said. 

Dick Swanson/ DOCUMERICA / National Archives 

It was the EPA's first warning to the Trump administration that something had 

gone seriously awry. The next day-four months after the EPA had first asked 

for the modeling code-NHTSA finally sent the raw code for the analysis. 

The EPA team now acted quickly. In June, Charmley told the White House that 

the EPA had fixed key errors in NHTSA's math-and that it had significantly 

changed the results of the NHTSA study. The rollback would actually increase 

fatalities, killing 17 Americans a year, he said. 

But White House and senior EPA officials declined to stop the rollback. Officials 

knew at the time that two of NHTSA's models didn't link up correctly, 

Gunasekara said, but they did not think it was worth pausing the process. "It's 

like, okay, do we delay this for a week, which then becomes a couple of months 

at the tail end of the regulatory process? Or do we just know it's not 100 percent 
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and that's okay?" she said. The Trump team thought the agency's other concerns 

were mere "disagreements over assumptions," she added. 

But the next month, the EPA team informed the White House of even more 

errors in NHTSA's math. Again, officials declined to stop the rollback. So 

Charmley asked Andrew Wheeler, the new EPA administrator, for the Ann Arbor 

office's name and logo to be removed from the rule-making-an extraordinary 

request that had never been made before. Wheeler accepted. "It was one of those 

things like ... If that's what you really want, we're not going to argue over something 

like that," Gunasekara said. 

The SAFE rollback was published on August 2, 2018. 

I 
N FACT, the flaws in the proposal far exceeded the normal scope of technical 

disagreements. In December 2018, 11 economists-including some whose 

research was cited by NHTSA in its flawed study-published a scathing 

assessment of the NHTSA-led analysis in Science. "The 2018 analysis has 

fundamental flaws and inconsistencies, is at odds with basic economic theory 

and empirical studies, is misleading, and does not improve estimates of costs and 

benefits of fuel economy standards," they wrote. 

The errors they and other independent analysts found are staggering in their 

scale. At one point, the NHTSA team forgot to divide by four. Elsewhere, it used 

bad data, claiming that, in the future, there will be fewer of certain types of fuel

saving engines than there are on the road already. But these errors pale in 

comparison to NHTSA's insertion of millions of "phantom vehicles" onto 

American roads. 

Yet even after these errors came to light, Trump EPA appointees continued to let 

NHTSA officials dominate the process, my interviews revealed. 

In late 2018, officials gathered at the Eisenhower Executive Office Building to 

discuss the rollback and possible compromises. "In terms of the dynamics of the 

meeting, Heidi King spoke about three times longer than Bill Wehrum ever did," 

Nichols, the California regulator, told me. It was "very obvious" that NHTSA 

officials would lead the process and that "whatever the EPA had to say was of no 
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interest to them," she added. And while some EPA career staff attended that 

meeting, they were not asked by the hosts to speak, she said. 

Surveying the rollback process as a whole, Nichols said: "The errors 

[administration officials] have fallen into are that they don't know [anything] 

about how cars work." 

The errors could now cause legal trouble for the SAFE rollback. Under federal 

law, an agency must publish a detailed and genuine explanation of any proposed 

rule-making. If it fails to meet that standard, then a court can toss out the new 

rule, pronouncing it "arbitrary and capricious." The explanation for SAFE-at 

least in the proposal-does not appear to be genuine, since it contains 

fundamental errors that were identified before it was published. 

"You didn't have the A team doing the analysis here ... If you shut out the people 

who know what they're doing, this is what you get," Jack Lienke, a law professor 

at NYU and the regulatory-policy director at the Institute for Policy Integrity, 

told me. 

"If the experts-who are actually within the agency issuing this proposal

thought that the assumptions being made were unreasonable, that makes a judge 

a lot more comfortable saying it is arbitrary and capricious." 

In addition, the Supreme Court's landmark 2007 ruling gives the EPA-and not 

NHTSA-the exclusive power to regulate carbon pollution. 

The Trump administration has struggled to publish a final version of the SAFE 

rollback, pushing the deadline back several times. The extra time has only 

revealed new problems. Last month, Carper, the Democratic senator from 

Delaware, alleg~ that a new version of the NHTSA study admits that SAFE will 

impose $34 billion of costs on the American economy. (NHTSA had once 

promised $230 billion in net benefits.) The new study also admits that SAFE will 

cost consumers an extra $1,400 at the pump on average-and that SAFE will not 

save hundreds of lives a year, as it once claimed, Carper said. 

"This would seem to fly in the face of rational rulemaking, which requires the 

benefits to exceed the costs, not the other way around," Carper wrote to a White 

House official, in the letter obtained by: The Washington Post. 
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In a statement, a NHTSA spokesman said SAFE would "ultimately" save lives 

because it would make new vehicles more affordable, and "new vehicles are safer 

h " t an ever. 

The Trump administration expects to publish its final version of the tailpipe rule 

in the coming weeks. No matter what form it takes, it will reverberate 

worldwide. Other countries both import used cars from the United States and 

adopt the American tailpipe standards wholesale. Canada implemented the 2012 

version of the tailpipe rules nearly verbatim, and has no plans to change them. 

After the final version of SAFE is published, it will go to the courts. Its odds of 

survival are unclear. Historically, regulatory agencies win about 70 percent of 

their court challenges, Lienke said. Yet under the Trump administration, agencies 

have lost more than 90 percent of their cases, according to an ongoing tally.: from 

the Institute for Policy Integrity. 

Many of those losses came in cases like this one, in which agencies published 

false, misleading, or fundamentally erroneous explanations of their own rules. In 

June, the Supreme Court held that the Trump administration could not add a 

citizenship question to the 2020 census, because the Department of Commerce's 

internal motivations did not match its publicly stated reasoning. 

Agencies must "offer genuine justifications for important decisions, reasons that 

can be scrutinized by courts and the interested public," Chief Justice John 

Roberts wrote in his majority opinion. "The explanation provided here was more 

of a distraction." 
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Message 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Olechiw, Michael [olechiw.michael@epa.gov] 
4/20/2017 6:48:45 PM 
Jim Tamm Oames.tamm@dot.gov) Oames.tamm@dot.gov] 

CC: Charmley, William [charmley.william@epa.gov]; Moran, Robin [moran.robin@epa.gov]; Bolon, Kevin 
[Bolon.Kevin@epa.gov] 

Subject: MTE Coordination with NHTSA 

Hello Jim, 

I hope this note finds you well. 

As a follow-up to the conversation you had with Bill Charmley I wanted to reach out to you begin thinking about regular 
EPA and NHTSA coordination meetings. It is my understanding that we may not be in a position to start meeting, but 
hopefully the situation does not preclude us from thinking about what the meetings could look like if and when they 
begin. In addition, I am sure the content of the meetings could be dictated by future direction we receive. As a start I 
would recommend that we begin by updated our respective agencies with new work that has been completed since the 
Draft TAR. From the EPA side this could include: 

• Recent cost studies 
o Turbo Downsized engine 
o Diesel 
o CVT 
o HEG2 
o Updated supporting databases 

• Benchmarking data 
• Progress on our new baseline 

I look forward to hearing your thoughts on the subject. 

Finally, EPA is happy to set-up the meetings and arrange the conference call and web meeting infrastructure. 

Best Regards, 

Mike 

Michael R. Olechiw 
Director - Light-duty Vehicles and Small Engines Center 

USEPA/OTAQ/ASD 
2000 Traverwood Drive 
Ann Arbor Ml 48105 
Tel: +1-734-214-4297 
Mobile: +1-734-546-8079 
Fax: +1-734-214-4050 
olechiw.michael@epa.gov 
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Message 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 

Ryan 

Charmley, William [charmley.william@epa.gov] 

5/19/2017 7:42:59 PM 
Posten, Ryan (NHTSA) [ryan.posten@dot.gov] 
Tamm, James (NHTSA) [james.tamm@dot.gov] 
Re: Request to Participate in Auto Industry Meetings with NHTSA 

Thank you for the response. Have a good weekend. 

Bill 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 19, 2017, at 2:24 PM, Posten, Ryan (NHTSA) <ryan.posten@dotgov> wrote: 

Hi Bill, 

[~eliberative Process/ Ex. 5 

We need further discussion on this end about the joint agency tech team meetings. I will get back with· 
you soon. 

Thanks again, 

Ryan 

R. Ryan Posten 

Associate Administrator for Ru/emaking 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
202-366-1810 

From: Charmley, William [mailto:charm!ey.william(@epa.gov] 
Sent: Friday, May 19, 201712:17 PM 
To: Tamm, James (NHTSA) <iames.tamm@dot.gov>; Posten, Ryan (NHTSA) <ryan.posten@dot.gov> 
Subject: FW: Request to Participate in Auto Industry Meetings with NHTSA 
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Dear Ryan and Jim, 

I hope all is well with both of you. 

Deliberative Process I Ex. 5 

Best regards, 

Bill 

From: Moran, Robin 
Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 3:37 PM 
To: james tamm <iames.tamm@dot.gov> 
Cc: Olechiw, Michael <olechiw.michael@epa.gov>; Charmley, William <charmley.william@epa.gov> 
Subject: Request to Participate in Auto Industry Meetings with NHTSA 

Hi Jim. 

Deliberative Process I Ex. 5 

Thanks, and have a nice weekend. 

Best, 
Robin 
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Robin Moran 
Senior Policy Advisor 
U.S. EPA, Office ofTransportation and Air Quality 
2000 Traverwood Dr. 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48105 
(734) 214-4781 (phone) 
(734) 214-4821 (fax) 

From: Michael Hartrick [mailto:MHartrick@autoalliance.org] 
Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 12:49 PM 
To: Olechiw, Michael <olechiw.michael@epa.gov> 
Cc: Bolon, Kevin <j3olon.Kevin@fil2.2.,g.9.y>; Cherry, Jeff <~..b.filr.Y_J~.f!.@g.Q.s}_,g_qy>; Moran, Robin 
<moran.robin@lepa.gov>; Chris Nevers <CNevers@autoalliance.org> 
Subject: Your Request to Participate in Trade Association Meeting with NHTSA 

Hi Mike, 

I tried to call you a few minutes ago. As follow-up to that call, thanks for reaching out to us to discuss 
the Midterm Evaluation. Chris Nevers asked me to respond to your request to participate in upcoming 
meetings that the Alliance and Global Automakers have scheduled with NHTSA next week. The 
materials that we have prepared for those meetings focus on technical input specific to 
NHTSA. Therefore, we would propose initial separate meetings with the EPA to discuss EPA specific 
issues. 

We'd like discuss technical issues specific to EPA's modeling and analysis such as the concerns 
highlighted below. I suggest two meetings: (1) a briefing from Novation Analytics to discuss recent 
analysis of proposed determination modeling work; and (2) a broader meeting with the manufacturers 
to discuss technical concerns and questions. The Novation Analytics work is funded jointly by the Auto 
Alliance and Global Automakers and would therefore involve both light-duty automotive trade 
associations. Similarly, the Auto Alliance would suggest Global Automakers' participation in the second 
meeting so that all interested light-duty automakers have the opportunity to share their input and to 
engage with EPA efficiently. Such a set of meetings may also provide the opportunity for EPA to discuss 
on-going work and plans for the midterm evaluation. 

Michael Hartrick 
Director of Fuel Economy & Climate 
Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers 
Desk (248) 357-4717 x103 
Mobile (248) 212-3590 
MHartrick@autoalliance.org 
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